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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Leila Morales has contributed to the dictionary with 8 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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arguyó
In the Larousse dictionary, I found the word argue, with two 2 points over the letter u, which is deduced one idea from
another and the requested word argued is a consequence of argue.  Therefore the word Aguyo should be 2 points on
the u.

dones
We find that the word gifts, comes to give, give, give something for free, in this case gifts is referred to many benefits
received

montonera
Montonera Montonera, comes from the word mount or lifting, several mountains or lift things that accumulate to one over
the other.

norma juridica
Legal rule is the set of orders legally established so that they are fulfilled in the company otherwise generate a penalty.

primores
I found in the Larousse dictionary the word Primor,: first-order thing. Here in my country VENEZUELA, refers to
something very nice and beautiful.

tomarle el pelo a una persona
TAKING THE HAIR TO A PERSON, is a widely used phrase in Venezuela and other Spanish-speaking countries, to
refer to that THEY HAVE BEEN BURLATED FROM IT, and that it is a lie what they have been told or promised.

truhanería
Ephesians 5: 4 says: dishonest words, nonsense, or truhanerias, which are not fitting, but well before actions of
Thanksgiving.

unefa
In Venezuela, they are an acronym UNEFA , belonging to a government public institution that means EXPERIMENTAL
NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF ARMED FORCES .


